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ABSTRACT

The construction of ecological civilization in the harmonious development of man and nature as the basic characteristics, is an inevitable historical development. With the rapid development of industrial civilization today, the construction of ecological civilization is more and more national attention. China of higher education and personnel training has always been the case and the ruling party's governing philosophy is closely related. The higher education is one of the important ways to cultivate high-quality youth and society, is the base of cultivating high-quality talents. The concept of ecological governance effect on higher education is relatively large, mainly reflected in the change of education philosophy, education curriculum innovation, innovation and other aspects of teaching methods.
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THE INEVITABILITY OF ECOLOGICAL RULING IDEA

The ecological concept of governance has inevitability. Ecological ruling idea conforms to the law of historical development, is the inevitable result of social progress after. After the rapid development of society and economy sustainable progress, Chinese comprehensive well-off society construction and poverty alleviation work in full swing. At the same time, the height of the industry and the cost of sacrificing the environment for economic development has brought a a series of environmental problems: air pollution, water pollution, noise pollution has seriously affected people's health and quality of life. The contradiction between economic development and environmental pollution has become increasingly acute, how to deal with this problem has been put on the agenda, subject to the attention of the party and the country from economic construction As the center, vigorously developing the productive forces as the focus of work to attach importance to the construction of ecological civilization, ecological civilization is the embodiment of social progress and political progress, but also the need for the development of people-oriented concept of governance.
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THE CONCEPT OF ECOLOGICAL GOVERNANCE OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA

In 1949 People's Republic of China was formally established, China CPC in the past 70 years of development, the ruling idea in a state of constant change, the objective basis to grasp Chinese specific conditions, follow the ruling law ruling goal to achieve a specific historical period. Especially after the reform and opening up, economy and society have been China turn the world upside down changes, continued to improve economic strength, comprehensive strength.

The connotation of the ecological ruling idea of the Communist Party of China

Ecological ruling idea is China ruling idea of the Communist Party is an important part of the so-called "ecological ruling", refers to the ruling to the protection of the natural environment in an important position, to save energy resources, build human and nature can live in harmony with the environment model of the construction of a full of vigor and vitality of the ecological civilization society, put forward the ruling Communist Party Chinese ecological philosophy is a rational understanding of the ruling people based on the activity oriented is the core of ecological construction.

The significance of the ecological governance concept of the Communist Party of China

China the Communist Party's ruling idea is based on the ecological conditions and the law of the Chinese, in order to realize the harmony between man and nature, sustainable development, natural resources recycling concept of governance, and set the strategic, overall, advanced characteristics. The Communist Party of China will run through all the ecological idea of ruling governing behavior in and provide political guidance and ideas for the development of all walks of life to promote social guidance.

THE CURRENT SITUATION AND PROBLEMS OF PERSONNEL TRAINING IN ORDINARY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Higher education is an important way to train young people to master professional ability and enhance comprehensive quality. At present, there are some problems in the training of talents in Colleges and universities. The main content is that the content of education is too old, cannot keep pace with the times, and the teaching method is too dogmatic. College talent cultivation in China's current situation and problems are mainly embodied in the following aspects:

The mode of talent training is single

Part of the personnel training target is not clear, not based on the practice of school characteristics and advantages of professional personnel training, resulting in the direction of personnel training is not clear, the talent training scheme cannot reasonably optimize the teaching resources and other phenomena, caused the personnel training and the needs of social development imbalances.
The curriculum is unreasonable

From the characteristics of teaching, most of the courses in classroom teaching, the lack of their curriculum design, teaching mode is traditional and rigid, teachers and students to interact less, teaching content and the actual demand, the teaching effect of professional courses and practice courses is difficult to be guaranteed. This not only ignored the construction of personnel training in higher education. Also downplayed the need to improve the quality of higher education, it is difficult to form their own teaching characteristics, restricted the rapid development.

The evaluation system is not perfect

Evaluation of undergraduate education evaluation in Colleges and universities in the theory to the practice ability of the students, for students in the evaluation standard of achievement evaluation standard, and on the comprehensive quality evaluation system slightly, comprehensive standard, difficult to reflect the students' personal characteristics and comprehensive level.

THE INFLUENCE OF ECOLOGICAL GOVERNANCE CONCEPT ON TALENT TRAINING IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

The concept of ecological governance has certain effects on all walks of life and influence on training talents in Colleges and universities are also great and it is beneficial to cultivate the talents needed in the society and market.

Change the teaching course, deepen the difficulty of specialized courses

The ruling idea is to deepen the Ecological Courses of the impact of the cultivation of talents in Colleges and universities the difficulty of curriculum is closely related to some and ecological concept, has changed the traditional teaching content obsolete, teaching content can keep pace with the times, more practical and operable.

It is conducive to the formation of personalized training program

The influence of ecological governance concept on talent training in Colleges and universities can promote the formation of talent environmental protection concept. The ecological governing philosophy of higher education provides the concept of ecological civilization, strengthen the concept of harmony between man and nature, ecological civilization brings the opportunity to provide high-quality talents for the society.

It is conducive to the formation of personalized training program

The ecological ruling idea has a certain guiding significance for the planning of personnel training in higher education, is conducive to the formation of individualized training plan of higher education.
It is helpful to promote the teaching enthusiasm of Teachers

The ecological ruling idea reaction not only in the change of teaching method of higher education talents cultivation, also lies in the teachers' teaching enthusiasm improve. Through the ecological ruling idea of derivatives, improve the efficiency of teachers' consciousness and transformation of ecological consciousness, will be thinking for teachers to change their teaching, improve teaching enthusiasm to provide a basis.

The combination of production and study is beneficial to ecological civilization

The ruling idea of ecology of higher education is conducive to the combination of production and education, is conducive to the smooth development of the cooperative education. The combination of school teaching resources and the practice of social enterprise resources, to further enhance the production output ratio, realize the complementary advantages.
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